PORTLAND GOLF COURSE WOMEN’S NINE HOLE LEAGUE
2021 TOURNAMENT DESCRIPTIONS

BEST BALL SCRAMBLE
This scramble is played with four players. Each player will tee off and the best stroked ball will be chosen. Every player
will hit from the BEST BALL position. Play will continue this way until hole is finished. If three players, rotate the extra
shot. If two players, play two balls. Two tee shots must be used from each player. The remaining tee shot may be used
from any player. This is a Team Gross Scramble Tournament.
ELIMINATE PAR 5’S LOW NET SCORE
Each player’s score is based on net score of par 3’s and par 4’s. Scores on par 5’s are not used. Record gross score, net
score can be determined in clubhouse.
FIVE BLIND HOLES/ LN
Club pro will pick 5 holes. We will not know which holes they are until we return to the clubhouse. Blind holes will be
listed on the tournament sheet in the clubhouse. Total net score wins.
FIVE CLUBS ONLY/LN
Bring your best 5 clubs! Players are limited to 5 clubs in their bag at the first tee and throughout the round.
FOUR-MAN Cha Cha Cha (Team Low Gross Score)
Definition: In the 4-Man Cha Cha Cha tournament format, each member of the team plays his or her ball throughout. But
a three hole rotation exists for determining how many scores are used to create the team gross score.
On the first hole (cha), the one low ball counts as the team score. On the second hole (cha cha), the two low balls count as
the team score. On the third hole (cha, cha, cha), the three low balls count as the team score. The rotation starts over on
the fourth hole. First and Second Team places.
FOUR PLAYER BEST BALL
Four Player Best Ball is a tournament golf format in which teammates all play their own ball, choosing the best gross
score on each hole for the team’s score. If the team consists of three players, the team chooses a blind player from another
group to complete the foursome.
LAST WOMAN STANDING
All golfers begin the round with a set number of strokes (related to their handicaps) and thy play until their strokes run
out. The number of strokes is determined by adding par and your course handicap. The player who makes it farthest on
his or her allotment of strokes is the winner.
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
This is a Low Gross Tournament played with 9 holes of golf All players must record all strokes taken for each hole. There
is NO FLIGHT separation for top three low gross awards. In addition to League Championship winners, low gross prizes
will be awarded to Flight A and Flight B members.
LOW GROSS OR LG
Low gross equals your total score from a round of golf.
LOW NET or LN
Your total gross score minus your handicap will determine your low net score.
LOW NET- ELIMINATE TWO WORST HOLES
Each player’s score is based on the net score of the best 7 holes , i.e. eliminate your two worst holes.
LOW NET- ELIMINATE THREE WORST HOLES
Each player’s net score is based on the best 6 holes, i.e. eliminate your three worst holes.

LOW NET /BEST SEVEN HOLES
Take net score of best seven holes. Flight A and B.
LOW NET ODD HOLES
Total net score of odd holes. Lowest score wins.
LOW PUTTS OR LP ONLY
Count putts per hole separate from your score.
If your total score for the hole is 6 and 3 of those strokes were putts, record your score as 6/3. If you max out before
reaching green, record your score as 10/X (for par 5), 8/X( for par 4 )or 6X (for par3). At the end of the round any hole
with an X will be scored based on the hole with the most putts. So, let’s say you have 3 putts on a hole and it is the most
putts on your score card. So, you would take a 3 for all the X’s on your card. A PUTT IS ANY STROKE TAKEN ON
THE GREEN.
PEORIA SCORING
To calculate a Peoria handicap, an impartial observer selects six holes- a par 3,4,and 5 from each nine. On each hole the
amount over/under par (with a maximum of a double bogey) is summed, and the total is multiplied by three. This number
acts as the golfer’s Peoria handicap.
PRESIDENT’S CUP
This a Low Net Tournament played with 9 holes of golf. There is NO Flight Separation. Everyone competes against
each other. Record total number of strokes taken for each hole. (do not score double par) We will be giving low net prize
money to the top three low net winners. We will also be giving low net prize money for Flight A and Flight B winners.
RED, WHITE, AND BLUE
Definition: The red, white and blue in the title of the Red, White, and Blue golf tournament format refers to the color of
the tee markers. Begin first hole from red tee, second hole from the blue tee, and third hole from the white tee. On the
fourth hole go back to pattern, play from red tee, etc. until you get to the ninth hole. Lowest net score wins.
SHAMBLE
A “shamble” is a type of golf tournament format in which a team of golfers selects the one best drive among them after
teeing off, then all four players play their own golf balls from that position into the hole. You can think of a shamble as a
scramble off the tee and then regular stroke play into the hole. The one low ball of the golfers on the team can be the team
score. If there are three players, rotate the extra drive; if there are two players, each player takes two drives.
STABLEFORD (LOW GROSS or LOW NET)
Stableford is a game based on a point system, where the points your earnings are determined by your score on the hole.
Prizes can be awarded by flights for Gross and/or Net for the player with the highest point total.
Hole in one: 6
Double Eagle: 5
Eagle: 4
Birdie:3
Par: 2
Bogey: 1
Double Bogey or worse: 0

